
LONG-LASTING EFFECTS OF HIGH ALTITUDE CLIMBI G

hypoxia or the other way round is unclear. Further clues may come from more
tudies on healthy persons at altitude. In this small study, respondent ages ranged

from 30 to 86, averaging around 42, and none commented on the aging process.
All that can be concluded from thi sample of an already remarkable popula

tion is that mo t climbers do not consider that altitude has affected them or their
friends permanently nor that it is likely to do o.

The circuit of Andorra
T. A. H. Peacocke

The Principality of Andorra, in the heart of the Pyrenees, occupies about 400 q
km. Legend ascribes the foundation of the country to Charlemagne or his son,
.though the evidence for this story is open to doubt. The population is now about
32,000, oh"hom 6000 are Andorrans, some 18-,000 Spaniards, 5000 French, about
1500 British and the remainder of various nationalities. The official language is
Catalan, though most Andorrans speak both French and Spanish. Andorra has her
own internal government, called the Valls, consisting of 24 Councillors elected by
the six Communes and presided over by the Syndic (Prime Minister). Voting rights
are restricted to the Andorrans. Above the Syndic are the Co-Princes-the
President of France (in the Middle Age the Compte de Foix) and the Spanish
Bishop of Urgell. The Co-Princes have their deputies called Viguers, who reside in
Andorra. They have the right of veto over any legislation passed by the Valls and
frequently use it. They are responsible for Law and Order and control the Police.
Foreign policy is directed by the President of France.

The wild life of Andorra consist of a few Chamois and lzard ( lightly larger
than the Chamois), the occasional Marmot and the Fox. The Chamois have been
much reduced in numbers by hunting, but this has now been forbidden, so we
hope for an increase. Eighty years ago Bear were common. ow there are a few in
the French reserves and the odd bear sometimes strays into Andorra. I have seen
the spoor of a bear in the snow (not an Abominable Snowman!)

Andorra is ringed by mountains: none quite reaches 3000m. The lowe t pas is
the Port d'lncles (2250m) apart from the main road from Seo de Urgell through a
narrow defile which crosses the frontier at 800m. The main road from France
crosses the Port d'Envalira at 2400m. This pass is not infrequently blocked in
winter.

Shortly after J came to live in Andorra, in April 1976, J was attracted by the idea
of climbing round the whole mountain perimeter in a single expedition. The map
indicated ome 15,000m of ascent and 160km in distance. I made some enquiries
from the Club Pirinenc Andorra (CPA), and it appeared that the expedition had
been done 2 or 3 times. J could find little information about the technical difficul
ties involved, so some previous reconnaissance was essential. During the summer of
1976 I was fully occupied, supervising the building of my Xalet, named Pic Del Prat
which is the nearest in Catalan to Matterhorn. I managed to fit in a few expedi
tion with the CPA, but these were really long walks. We reached the perimeter a
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few time, but I could only view the obstacle from a distance. It wa clear that there
were some obviously difficult section, but I could not explore them for lack of a
companion.

In May 1977, Oonald Ros arrived on a fortnight's vi it and I had high hope of
traversing part of the ridge, but the weather wa very bad with much late snow. We
managed to do the lowest section, from above Fontaneda to Ao , but got caught in
a blizzard near Pt 2257, and to escape the blizzard turned down the Val d Inferno,
aptly named for it starts wide, but narrow to a few metre in the lower part with
almost vertical sides. The now had now turned to a steady downpour and the

apology for a path was under water, however after 4 hours Aoundering to de cend
1000m we reached the level of the road to Aos only to find that we were separated
from it by a izeable river. There was no bridge and we had to ford thigh deep. Such
was my first experience.

I could not re ume my reconnai ance until the beginning of Augu t. Francis
Keenlyside had also emigrated to Andorra and we were able to explore the ridge
from the Port Veil, where we pitched a tent, as far as the Coma Pedro a, which is
just ofT the main ridge and the highest peak in Andorra (2942m). There was no
appreciable difficulty on this section, but the map indicated a narrow rock ridge,
the Cresta del Forat, leading from Pt 2879 to the Roca Entreveseda. We were
unable to examine this ridge owing to an impending thunderstorm and we were
soaked, and bombarded by such large hailstones that it was really painful. This
experience showed how important it i to get ofT the ridge and camp before a
thunderstorm begins.

There was now little time left. My party, consisting of lan Harding of Merton
College, Oxford, Oavid Traill of Edinburgh niversity, Brian Worsthorne and
Malcolm tewart both present Canhu ian , was due to arrive on 25 Augu t and
food caches had to be made; we obviously could not carry sufficient food a well as
tents, sleeping bags and ropes for the whole expedition. Thanks to the help of my
wife and Francis we established two cache. One was below the Pon de Rat for 2
days, as we intended resting there, and one near the Port de Sigeur.

The party arrived on the appoil1led day and we pent the first day e tabli hing 4
more caches, at the Pon d'lncles, Pon Oret, Pon de MOl1lmalus and Port de
Perafita. In addition to the e we would be supplied by car at Ao and the Col de
Borella.

The Plan. I assumed that the ridge would be about the standard of Crib Goch
on a much larger scale, with 2 or 3 difficult sections. The only difficult ections I
knew of were the Cresta del Forat, the Cresta de Varilles, which is about 3km Wof
Pon d'lncle , and Pic d'Escorbes, reputed to be the most difficult climb in
Andorra. Assuming fine weather I allowed 10 climbing days and 2 rest days, a total
of 12. The Charterhouse party had a maximum of 16 days one of which was used to
complete the caches.

27 August We starred in the afternoon, from the main road below StJulia, crossed
the Valira by a rickety bridge and after a struggle up the mountain side through
dense undergrowth found a path and pitched Camp I, above Fontenada, reached
in 2 hour.

28 August There was a heavy thunderstorm in the night, but we got away by 7.20
and reached Aos by lunch-time. I did not repeat the descent ofthe Val d'Inferno,
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but descended on the Spanish side to Aos. The weather was excellent and the ridge
gave only easy scrambling. We picked up more food and, scrambling up a steep
ravine, found a pleasant camp site about 300m above the valley, below Col de
Montaner.

29 August We left at 7.00; Andorran time is 2 hours ahead of the sun and first
light was about 6.30. We made straight up a stone-filled gully on the Spanish side
and reached Pic d'Aos at 9.00. The weather started fairly clear, but a snow-storm
developed o~ Pic d'Aos. We continued along the narrow, but easy ridge to Pic
d'Enclair and reached Col de Botella at 12.30. The snow had turned to rain and we
got very wet. We collected more provisions, but the weather was still bad, so we lit a
fire to dry ourselves and camped on the spot, well short of our objective, Port VeIl.

30 August We awoke at 5.30, but the weather looked so threatening that we
delayed the start till 9.30 by which time the weather had improved and the clouds
were being chased away by a N wind. We made straight for Port Vell over the little
Pic Negre. We traversed round the next small peak and followed the ridge with no
difficulty to Pic de Baiau. The descent of the N ridge was steep and exposed so we
roped in 2 parties, lan Harding and Malcolm 5tewart led the way and David Traill,
Brian Worsthorne and myself brought up the rear. We kept to this grouping
throughout the trip. The rear party delayed the first very considerably, partly owing
to my slowness, but also because we were a rope of 3 with one comparative novice,
Brian Worsthorne, who, considering his lack of experience on rock did remark
ably well. The time was now getting late and though I had planned to reach the
Port de Rat we had to camp at 19.00, below Coma Pedrosa. The spring which I
had spotted on my reconnaissance a month earlier had dried up and we had a long
descent to get water.

31 August We had a very cold night, but awoke to a perfect morning. We left the
tents and other gear and were on top of Coma Pedrosa at 7.00, just after sunrise.
The view was superb. The mountains looked particularly beautiful at that hour and
we could distinguish Pic d'Aneto-the highest summit in the Pyrenees (3404m)
about 70km to the W. We could see many of the Andorran peaks ahead of us and
they were quite an inspiring sight, clad in their mantle of new snow. We ran down
a scree shoot to the camp, .packed it up and leaving at 9.00 we soon reached Pt
2879. Here the fun began and we roped. After a steep descent we reached Cresta del
Forat which is a succession of gendarmes with a narrow and very exposed ridge.
There is no way of avoiding this except by a descent of at least 300m from the col
between Coma Pedrosa and Pt 2879. The traverse of the ridge took my party a
good 3 hours and we reached Roca Entreveseda (2927m) at 13.00. This mountain is
one of the finest in Andorra. The descent on the N side, which had appeared easy
from the map was, in fact, far from easy. The first party followed the steeply
descending ridge, but my party had to avoid some of the difficulties by traversing
below the crest on the W side. Even so, we did not reach the col between Roca
Entreveseda and Pic de Medacorba until 15.30. Our beginner was very tired,

climbing difficult rocks with a heavy load; a thunderstorm was brewing, so we
camped E of the col in a very fine situation. We had spare food with us, as we
always carried 2 days' food, and so had a comfortable night, somewhat disturbed
by the thunderstorm with lightning striking the ridge 200m above us.
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1 September The tonn ceased about 7.00 and wc gOt ofT at .45. Harding and
Stewan went traight up to the ridge and had an inter sting climb to Pie de
M dacorba, but as Worsthorne wa Lill very tired, I reluctantly ut out Pic de
l\iledacorba and made straight for Pic de Racorret, JUSt E or the camp. This peak
proved eas and also the next, Pic de l'Estan , which looks quite imposing from a
di lance, but i no better than a slag heap. The first party soon 0 enook u and we
reached Pon d'Arinsal at 12.30. I had assumed that it would be easy going to Pon
de Rat, below which lay our big rood cache, but we had a good 5t hours climbing,
some of which was quite difficult, over 2 large peaks and seveI'al smaller ones. We
reacned a small col just hort of Porr de Rat and as we were now getting interested
in food and the usualthunderstOrrn was threatening, we descended a couloir on the
E side and became involved in a tiring ma s of boulders. The mi t had closed in
and light rain was falling, but at last \ e potted the cairn marking our cache and
camped on a most beautiful green alp by a stream. The food was intact and we had
an excellent dinner.

6) Camp below Port de Rat (Photo: T. A. H. Peacocke)

2 September We awoke, after a cold night, to a perfect morning but the 'heavy
luggage' was in need or a re t, so we spent the day in delicious idleness. ot so
Hatding and Srewan l They had spOtted a little rock peak about hall' a km to the E
and made a good route, probably ne\ , up its 5 face.
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3 September We awoke at4.00 and left at 5.30, in the dark. We found a good path
leading to Pon de Ral. Alas, a road is being made from Andorra to France and i
already winding it ugly way through the beautiful alps below the col. A tunnel is
planned under Port de Rat and this road will give a quicker route to France than
the Col de Valeira.

From the col we followed the ridge easily over a ucces ion of small peaks to Pt
2 20, in the W corner of Andorra, reached at 9.30, about 4!km from Port de Ral.
The next 600m was more difficult, needing the rope, and this section took q. hour.
We then had 300m of ea y ascent to the ummit of Pic de Tri taina (2 7 m) where
we lunched. The weather was perfect and very hol. The descent on the E ide was so
teep that we decided to de cend the steep gra lopes of the SE face. Pyrenean

grass ha to be treated with great care a it is long and very slippery and has been
the cause of more than one fatal accident.

We reached the col below at 14.00 where we found a French party clambering
about in gym shoes, the worst possible footwear for this type of country. After
warning them to be careful, we set off up Pic de les Plans (27 79m) using the rope on
the upper part. The ridge now dipped to a mall col and then became narrow and
exposed leading to the second peak. Harding and Stewart continued along the
ridge, but owing to our slowness I decided to traverse below on teep gras lopes
regaining the ridge below the difficulties. The weather was now deteriorating, with
cloud pouring over from the French side and a storm threatened. A it was getting
late we left the ridge after another kilometre, and descended to a small lake above
the large Estany Esbalcat and camped at 19.40. We had been going 14 hour and
the 'heavy luggage wa feeling its years and it knee were threatening trike action.

4 September Another brilliant morning; alas we slept through the alarm and did
not get off till 8.30. We regained the ridge immediately above the camp. The first
Itkm were easy, but then we found a succe ion of gendarme, most of which we
ero ed, using the rope, and reached a col below Pic de Font Blanca (2903m). Thi
peak is seen a a magnificent now-cone, in the early part of the year, framed in the
road tunnel on the way to La Ma ana from Andorra La Vella. The a cent from the
col wa 300m of easy going, but the descent of the E ridge wa a very different
matter: a uccession of gendarmes, at lea t 12. We cro ed the first few and then
descended a teep gras y gully on the S to avoid the lower part of the ridge. This
descent from the summit LOok 2t hours. The weather now threatened another
storm, so we had to traverse below the next set of gendarme and regaining the
ridge we hurried along the next kilometre with the sky black and ominous, and so
reached Port de Siguer. Here we found our next cache and pitched camp a hon
way below the col at 18.00. The weather cleared before dark.

5 September We awoke at 4.00 and left at 5.30. Regaining Pon de Sigeur we
continued along the ridge and surprised a large Aock of sheep, bivouacking on one
of the small peaks. The fir t 4km of ridge was quite easy, but then we were con
fronted by a number of towers. We ero sed the first few and then, to save time,
descended on the French side and regained the ridge, 300m further on, beyond
the towers. On the way we saw 2 chamois, bounding acro s a snow patch. We now
had a teadya cem of 200m to Pic de la Serrera (2912m) and after a halt for lunch
continued along the easy ridge to the E ummit (2857m) and 600m IJ1 di tance.

Our next cache was at Port d'Incles, about llkm distant; it was past noon and it
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was clear that I could not cover this distance today. We were now 4 days behind
schedule and 3 of the Charterhouse party had to start back on 11 September. The
two fast movers, Harding and Stewart, therefore decided that they must push on
and reach Port d'lncles today; they reached it at 19.30. Here they left my light tent
and crossing Pic d'Escorbes, reached Port de Valeira the following evening. After a
bivouac on the col they completed the southern perimeter in a single day of 18
hours, 3500m of ascent and 40km of distance, a remarkable tour de force. lan
Harding reached St Julia at 23.00, leaving his companion sleeping by the road·
side, got a lift on a motorcycle and returned to my Xalet at 1 am on 8 September.

To return to my movements, we left soon after the first party and made use of a
gully on the S side to reach a col at 2707m, below Pic de Serrera. The ridge ahead
looked difficult and we made a traverse on the S side. This was a mistake and we had
a very difficult climb to regain the ridge, David Traill doing a fine lead. We now
continued along the ridge without difficulty, over another 6 peaks, for 3km to
Collada de Jan. By this time the 'heavy luggage' was really tired. Harding had
arranged to leave some food for us I!km further on, but I felt I had had enough so
we descended Obliquely over steep grass and boulders and pitched the tent by a
stream some 150m below the ridge and not far from the food. Traill nobly
ascended to the ridge and collected the food so we had a good meal, after a 13 hour
day.

6 September We left camp at 8.45 in perfect weather, regaining the ridge
immediately above us and followed it without difficulty for Ikm to Pic de Varilles,
reached at 10.45. We started the descent which I knew would be difficult, having
studied it from below. There were 4 distinct steps and all appeared very steep. The
distance of 200m from the peak to the colon the E took 4! hours. We were of
course a slow party and the 2 younger members were heavily laden. The ridge was
composed of a beautiful granite, quite sound on the crest though somewhat loose
on the ides. We followed the crest for 30m and then descended a gully on the steep
N side to avoid some difficult gendannes. This gOt us down the first step. We
descended another gully on the N side for 20m and traversed back to the ridge.
Here we had a really difficult descent ending in a layback crack. The sacks had to be
lowered. The exposure was considerable and I was not sorry to find a piton so that
I could belay Traill as he descended lasl. There was no other belay. This operation
brought us to a little col below the second step. We again descended on the N side
and followed a ledge to the foot of the third step. We then followed the I'idge to the
col which gave excellent climbing. The ridge continued narrow and interesting up
to the next peak, becoming steadily easier. In my view the Cresta de Varilles is the
best piece of climbing on the whole perimeter. The traverse of the ridge over all the
gendarmes would take a full day. The rock is excellent and the situations exciting.
The climb can be reached from a caI' at the head ofVal d'lncles in 2! hours.

The ridge now became very easy for the next I!km to a col below Pic d'Anrodat
(2730m). This looked such a dreary ascent up scree that we decided to by-pass it
and descended a scree gully to one of the most beautiful of the many lakes in
Andorra, Estany de I'lsla, for it has an island in the middle. From the lake we
descended to the upper Val d'lncles and pitched our large tent on a green alp by a
stream. The food cache was on Port d'lncles and my 2 companions collected the
food while I pitched the tenl. The weather had been perfect all day.
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64 SE ndge of PlC d'EJcorbeJ (Photo: I. R. H. Hardmg)

7 cplember I had b en climbing ror 4 day and demanded a re I 0 we had a
delighlful day of ease and contel1lment, de cending ror lunch to a little re laUl'ant
aboul I!km down the valley and 10 e to a camp ite. A road, pa sable ror C<lJ' ,

lead from the main road to thi camp ile.

eptember \ e awoke to another perrect morning. The next eClion was reputed
10 have the mo t difficult climbing on the ridge. In view or thi , Brian Worsthorne
decided to ut it Out and un cHi hly offered to carry both tent and pare rood to

Pon Orel, a distance or 6km, but ea y going on paths.
Oavid Traill and I lert at 6.30 and reached Pon d'lncle at 7.15. From here we

rollowed the general line or th ridge to Pt 2579. To OUl- right lay the Cre ta de
Juciar, the travel' e or which would make an excellent day's expedition rrom the
camp ite near the restaurant. From PI 2579 the ridge narrowed and looked
di tinctly dim ult and to save time wc de cended on the S side and made ror a col
on the ridge, about Ikm or Pi d'Escorbes. We limbed up ule ridge without
dilTi ulty and reached Pic d'Escorbe , known as the Matterhorn or Andorra, at
13.00. The difficulties had been much exaggerated and we did not even u e the
rope.

We spent a bli srul hour on tOP eating and admiring the view and then
de cended on the E ide w'ith no real difficulty, and then down a long teep grass
slope ror some 300m. The S ridge or Pi d'E corbe look a reall good climb and
wc awa pany on it. Harding and Stewan de cended most orthi ridge. The W race

or Pi d' E corbe i a good grade 5 according to local repons and it certainly looks
hard. Beyond Pi d'E corbe i the Cylindre d'E corbe , a rearsome looking 1'0 k,
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about 40m high and it appears to overhang on all sides. It has been climbed.
From the foot of Pic d'Escorbes we found a steep path leading up to the ridge

beyond the Cylindre. The next !km gave easy scrambling to Pt 2635, but we now
saw that our next peak, Pt 2817, distant rather more than Ikm, was separated from
us by a series of enormous towers, varying in height from 50 to lOOm. The traverse
of these would have taken several hours and we had another 5km and 600m of
a cent before the end of the day. We had no alternative but to by-pass them on the
W side and we had a very toilsome ascent of Pt 2817, reached at 18.00. From here
the frontier of Andorra descends 1200m to the Ariege and follows the line of the
river to Pas de la Casa, a place full of tawdry shops, but an excellent and popular
ski-ing centre. We, however, were following the mountain perimeter, so we turned
S and then SE. All difficulties were now over except for toilsome ascents and
descents to the Port Dret. We found Worsthorne and tent some lOOm below the col
on the W side at 20.00. I was not sorry to retire to bed after a 14-hour day.

9 September Worsthorne had to return to England and as I wished to see the party
off and to celebrate their achievements we walked over to Port de Valeira and were
picked up by Harding and taken back to the Xalet.

13 September I had various things to allend to at home so we could not resume
the traverse for 4 days. David Traill was luckily in no hurry to return to England
and as we both wished to complete the expedition we took the bus to Port de
Valeira to complete the S portion, which does not compare in interest with the N.
The weather was still perfect and, leaving the col at 9.00, we followed the ridge past
the Radio station heading for Pic d'Envalira. The approach to this peak is along a
narrow rocky ridge of granite, but on reaching the main peak the rock changed and
became very loose. The peak looks impressive, but is easier than it looks. We used
the rope owing to the poor quality of the rock. We followed an upward traverse to
the left to a gully, which led back to the ridge and we followed this to the top. We
continued along the ridge SW bending W with no difficulty for 4km to Port de
Montmalus where we had a food cache. The ridge here lies 2km N of the frontier.
We collected food, crossed the next peak and descended on the S side to find water,
camping at 18.00, after a short, but pleasant day.

14 September We left camp at 8.00 on a cloudless morning and regained the
ridge just E of Pic de I'Aliga. We traversed all 3 peaks which gave us pleasant
climbing on sound rock. There are some fine rock-ridges leading up to the peak
which should give very good climbing on firm granite.

From Pic de l'Aliga we descended to POrt de Vall Civera, rejoining the frontier
at this point, and had a toilsome ascent of 1I00m to Pt 2839. From Pie-de l'Aliga to
Port de Perafita, where we had made our final cache, is llkm and about 1700m of
ascent. There is no technical difficulty, except for one narrow steep section from Pt
2869 to Port de Setut. The crest can be avoided on the S side by steep boulder
covered slopes. We reached our cache below Port de Perafita at 20.00, 9! hours
from Pic de l'Aliga and 12 hours from our camp. There are a number of impressive
rock ridges leading up to the main ridge from the N, but the rock looks of doubt
ful,quality. Our views were spoiled by cloud pouring over the ridge from the S.

15 September We left camp rather late, at 9.50. The remainder of the ridge
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deserves little comment, being very easy. We crossed several peaks and finally
descended a stream bed to the Rabassa road and reached the Keenlyside's Xalet at
Aubinia, by a serie of short cuts through the woods, at 19.15. Francis kindly gave
us a lift down to StJulia and we returned to my Xalet by bus at 21.15.

Conclusion I had clearly underestimated the difficulties and forgotten that 1 was
no longer a young man. The ridge is more like the Cuillin ridge than Crib Goch,
but at lea t 6 times as long. We used the rope on 13 occasions. We were fortunate
with the weather which only delayed us by about one day. I must pay tribute to my
young companions who carried far more than I did. My sack weighed little more
than IOkg, but my companions sacks must have averaged 17kg. I felt rather like a
Victorian mountaineer with my guides and poners.

It is most important to carry passports. In May, Donald Ross and I were stopped
by Spanish Frontier Guards between Fontenada and Aos. Two of them covered us
with submachine guns whilst the third examined our passports. Eventually we were
allowed to continue and were dismissed as Romanticos! In retrospect I would have
preferred to do the climb the other way round as nearly all the difficulties were on
the descent. It is an expedition well worth doin15 and I can strongly recommend it.

Great Gable to Wookey Hole
Graham Balcombe

Down the road of memory I can picture myself as a young lad browsing through
my father's bookcase and becoming fascinated by a rather poor story of skull
duggery among divers raising a ship's treasure. It was not the book itself which
appealed but the realization that the story could be acted out under water; water,
the stuff that drowns, yet the underwater world could be made accessible. The
other picture is of the discovery in the local library of O. G. Jones's Climbing in the
English Lake District, an introduction to another forbidden world, for this too could
be entered, given the know-how. These 2 simple events had a significant effect in
determining the course of my after-life, although in the reverse order.

I was living at Southpon at the time and already had been orientated in con
siderable measure towards the outdoors, so it did not take a great deal of effon to
peep at the rocks where Jones had pioneered. From the accident of picking up
Jones's classic-for, indeed, I read singularly little beyond Tarzan of the Apes, and
even that was read under the classroom desk during English History lessons!
-there arose a growing interest sufficient to overcome the obstacles LO a more
serious approach to rock-climbing than solo scrambling on the easies.

I venture to think there were two underlying causes for the pursuit: one the
actual pleasure of ovel'coming difficulties, which in some measure could be
assessed in advance, and the other to attain some counterbalance for the one
downmanship of not taking pan in school games, but whatever the primary urges
might have been, the wild and lonely places, the racing clouds and the tumbling
becks formed their own bonds and LOok over.
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